ABSTRACT Social networks have long been the subject of scientific researches, frequently hindered by the unavailability of representative datasets. The advent of online social networks (OSNs), which store data about interactions between billions of people, has greatly alleviated this problem. Since user interaction on the OSNs can correspond to their real-life relationships, OSN datasets quickly became a highly sought-after resource for social network research. However, enabling open access to such data entails serious security and privacy risks, especially after the introduction of the European General Data Protection Regulation. Some researchers mitigate this problem through anonymization, while others argue for the creation of synthetic datasets. We consider synthetic datasets preferable since they circumvent the security and privacy issues. Existing synthetic dataset generators produce a social graph containing only information whether a pair of nodes are connected. However, interpersonal relationships are much more complex. Because of that, our research considers the possibility of generating a synthetic expanded social graph which, in addition to the information about the existence of a connection between a pair of users, also provides information about the types and intensities of users' interactions. As Facebook is the leading OSN today, we performed an extensive analysis of Facebook users' interaction records with the aim of getting an insight into real-life interaction patterns. In this paper, we present results of this analysis at ego-user level and offer the conceptual solution for synthetic expanded social graph generation, which uses conducted analysis results as its basis.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
In today's era, online social networks (OSN) are used as one of the most popular facets of communication, interaction and cooperation. People commonly use them to exchange private messages, share their photos (with tagging their friends), publish posts, like and comment other users' posts, etc. These interactions all exhibit different interaction parameters, such as likes, comments, tags, inbox chat messages, etc. which commonly get stored in a database used by the social network application.
The extent of correlation between OSN and real-life relationships is a point of contention in recent research. Certain papers show that the interaction of users on OSNs greatly emulates their relationships in real life [1] - [3] , while others argue that personality types of the users differ between their OSN personas and real-life personas [4] , which makes discovering correlations between real-life relationships and OSN relationships a bit more complex. In any case, OSN datasets are a highly sought-after research resource in the field of social network analysis (SNA). However, such datasets inherently contain personal data about a large number of people, which creates a number of serious security and privacy issues. Public disclosure of such datasets is extremely risky [5] , especially after the 25th of May, 2018, when the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 1 [6] came into effect.
There are two fundamental ways researchers are addressing this issue:
1. implementation of special data anonymization measures [5] , [7] - [10] or 2. generation of synthetic datasets [11] - [24] . In practice, common data anonymization approaches predominantly consist of removing names and demographic data which is considered to be enough for data to lose the means of identifying actual people the data pertains to [5] , [25] . However, the effectiveness of this process is rather questionable since it was discovered that it is possible to identify users based on their familiarity with other people [5] or by finding correlations with other publicly available data [25] -''any attribute can be identifying if fit happens to be known to the adversary as part of his auxiliary information'' 2 [25] . One popular example of such ineffective anonymization is known as the ''Netflix's case'' [26] . Namely, in 2006, Netflix publicly released a supposedly anonymized dataset with data about 100 million of its users, with removed attributes mistakenly thought to be the only identifiers in the set. Soon after the publication of the dataset, Narayanan and Shmatikov managed to re-identify a subset of specific people by cross-referencing the Netflix data with IMDB.com ratings [27] , [28] . After successful deanonymization of subset of Netflix data, Narayanan and Shmatikov proposed a generic passive algorithm for deanonymizing anonymous social graphs by linking social graphs from different OSNs [25] . In the upcoming years, many new approaches have been proposed for anonymizing data from social networks which should make their deanonymization more difficult (overview can be found in [29] ). However, although there are numerous approaches to data anonymization, the anonymizers and deanonymizers will always be in a constantly advancing tug-of-war which can make any data anonymization methods' effectiveness deteriorate in the long term. Additionally, the more aggressive the anonymization process is, less information stays in the dataset. This makes the option of using synthetic datasets even more attractive, especially considering the fact they do not carry any security or privacy issues.
Throughout the years, various generators of synthetic social graphs [11] - [15] , [24] , [30] , [31] have been implemented. One thing these all generators have in common is that they exclusively produce binary social graphs, i.e. social graphs that only record information about which nodes are interconnected, without differentiating between best friends, acquaintances or complete strangers. This means that the resulting graphs model each relationship through a single, unweighted edge between nodes. As interpersonal relationships are much more complex, a more useful, richer 2 GDPR's recital 26 points out that GDPR does not pertain to anonymized data, but that ''Personal data which have undergone pseudonymisation, which could be attributed to a natural person by the use of additional information should be considered to be information on an identifiable natural person. The principles of data protection should apply to any information concerning an identified or identifiable natural person.'' representation would expand these binary social graphs with additional information modelling interpersonal relationships through multiple weighted edges, each corresponding to a certain interaction facet. For this reason, in this paper we consider the notion of generating synthetic expanded social graphs which, in addition to the information about the existence of a connection between a pair of users, also provides information about types and intensities of users' interactions. These interactions could then be used to infer conclusions about users' relationships. This connection between users' interactions and the level of their friendship has been proven many times in recent research [2] , [3] , [32] - [40] .
If synthetic data is to be used in SNA research, it needs to resemble real-life data as closely as possible, so knowing the key properties of a representative real-life dataset is a necessary pre-requisite. Since Facebook today has over 2 billion of active users, making it arguably the most popular OSN today [41] , we focused on that particular OSN as a primary source for a real-life dataset which would provide insight into those key properties. To achieve this, we have conducted a social experiment in which we gathered information about interactions involving 3,277 Facebook users and over 1,400,000 of their Facebook friends [2] . We then performed a detailed exploratory analysis of collected data, identifying distributions by individual interaction parameters as well as correlations between pairs of interaction parameters.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: I) it offers a detailed exploratory analysis of Facebook interaction parameters on ego-user level which includes experimentally determined distributions per interaction parameters, Pearson's correlation coefficients between all interaction parameters pairs, analysis how growth of number of Facebook friends affects aggregated values of interaction parameters as well as clustering of Facebook users according to their interaction habits; II) it proposes a conceptual solution for a generating synthetic expanded social graph with a simple proof-of-concept implementation.
The paper is organized in a following manner: section II offers basic term definitions and briefly discusses stateof-the-art related work concerning synthetic data generation; section III describes conducted research, methodology and results of exploratory analysis performed on the collected dataset; section IV presents our proposed conceptual solution for generating an synthetic expanded social graph; in section V we give final remarks on this research and offer our conclusions and ideas for future research.
II. BASIC TERM DEFINITIONS AND RELATED WORK
In this section we define basic terms, describe the utility of OSN datasets and review existing approaches to synthetic dataset generation.
A. BASIC TERM DEFINITIONS AND EXPLANATIONS
Social network is a social structure composed of people connected by specific relations (family, friends, common interests, etc.). With analysis in mind, social network is often VOLUME 7, 2019 represented as a social graph. Social graph is composed of nodes and edges (or ties), where nodes represent people and edges represent relations between them. A binary social graph is a special case of social graph where only the existence of an edge is known, without type or weight assigned to it. Examples of binary graphs are a Facebook friendship graph or a Twitter followers graph. Expanded social graph is a term we will use for a graph which has multiple weighted edges between two nodes, each describing different types of relations or interactions between observed nodes. An example can be a graph which has a separate edge for each interaction parameter on Facebook, each with its own weight representing the intensity of that kind of interaction. In this way, one edge may represent the number of exchanged messages between users, while the other can correspond to the number of posts likes, etc.
An analysis of social graphs (or SNA -social networks analysis) is not based on entities, but on their interaction. Analysis of social graphs can offer insight and better understanding of interpersonal relations. Sociologists and social psychologists use social graphs analysis to explain how other people influence our feelings, our thinking and our behavior [1] , [42] .
Nowadays, online social networks 3 (OSNs), such as Facebook or Twitter, are widely used by people for message exchange, sharing photos, publishing posts, etc. OSNs as such can be considered as applications for social networks management.
B. UTILITY OF OSN DATASETS
By using different APIs, and with users' permission, it is possible to fetch data about users' connections and interactions with other users on a particular OSN. If we fetch only data about users' connections, we will end up with a binary social graph. However, if we also collect data about users' interaction, the final result will enable a construction of an expanded social graph.
As previous research showed that OSNs may represent adequate emulations of the social lives of their users [1] - [3] , social graphs gathered from OSN are a very valuable research resource. Binary social graphs however have little use when it comes to analyzing real-life relationships. If we take the Dunbar number, which states that a person on average has approximately 150 connections [43] , and compare it to the average number of Facebook friends which is much higher (429 in our experiment), we can deduce that a large number of OSN connections do not correspond to a real-life relationship. Expanded social graph is hence much more useful, since it directly allows the analyst to determinate connectedness level between people based on their OSN interaction. Basic assumption is that interaction between strongly connected users will be more frequent than between weak connected users, which has been the focal point of some research. Certain papers aim just to differentiate strong connected ego-user's friends from weak [34] , [36] , [38] , while some try to classify ego-user's friends in more than two basic classes [2] , [37] and some try to determine precise numeric strength of connectedness between all OSN users [2] , [3] , [32] - [35] , [39] . Knowing the level of connectedness between people can be used for many applications -it can improve recommendations in recommender systems [40] , [44] , help in analyzing employees' relations in corporations [45] - [47] , be used in the educational process [48] - [50] or for churn prevention in telco sector [51] - [53] . A detailed review of possible applications can be found in [33] .
C. SYNTHETIC DATASETS GENERATION
General unavailability of empirical data is a very common issue in various research domains. For example, in the medical field only limited amount of process data necessary for process data mining analyses is publicly available because of concerns for patients' privacy [17] . In the military field it is not possible to collect tactical moving objects data of various circumstances due to military security [18] .
In general, datasets might not be available due to several reasons:
1. data is inherently scarce (rare diseases, faults in complex systems, rare grammatical structures) 2. data is difficult to obtain due to proprietary systems, confidentiality of business contracts, privacy of records, etc. 3. data is expensive (obtainable with expensive equipment, requiring significant investments of human or material resources) 4. distribution of the events of interest is highly imbalanced (fraud detection, outlier detection, distribution with long tails, etc.) [19] . Although some problems (e.g. inherited data scarcity) cannot be easily solved, others can be mitigated by generating synthetic datasets with similar properties as empirical data. When empirical data is not publicly available or insufficient in quantity and synthetic dataset generation is possible, synthetic datasets present a feasible and necessary alternative.
There are three basic approaches for generating synthetic datasets:
1. using a small sample of available data and replicating it while adding a certain amount of noise [20] , [21] 2. using available dataset as input to an (un)supervised machine learning algorithm such as a neural network, decision tree, Hidden Markov Model, etc. which will learn hidden properties of data and provide expanded dataset as an output [17] , [19] , [22] 3. generating a new dataset based on some fundamental properties of a real-life dataset, without the need to have access to actual real-life data [16] , [18] , [23] . Generating synthetic social graphs has certain special features compared to generating ''ordinary'' synthetic datasets. If the social graph was generated only based on a known node-number distribution, we would get a fairly homogeneous network without some characteristic features of empirical social networks. Many studies have focused specifically towards the creation of a model for generating social graphs [11] - [15] , [24] , [30] , [31] . The shared goal between them is to generate a synthetic social graph that has characteristics similar to an empirical social graph, but using different approaches. Some models take into account demographic features as a key to linking nodes, some leverage geographic proximity, some use network's structural dynamics such as triadic closure, and some describe nodes with various attributes and calculate edge existence probability based on attributes similarity between nodes (attribute-level generators). However, one common feature of all these solutions is that they generate only binary social graphs, which do not represent the relationship intensities between members of the social network in question. With this in mind, expanded social graphs provide a much more attractive alternative.
Generating synthetic expanded social graphs is a very challenging and complex task. In this paper we lay foundation for this task by providing detailed insight into properties of a reallife dataset whose synthetic counterpart should be generated, as well as a conceptual solution for a generator able to perform this task (without the need to have access to actual reallife data records). Proposed conceptual solution requires the following inputs: a binary friendship graph, and information about interaction parameters distributions and correlations on pairwise and ego-user level. Since Facebook is used as basis for this research, the interaction parameters will be modelled after the interaction types offered by this OSN (i.e. ''likes'', messages, appearance in mutual photos etc.). Implementation of such a generator should be able to generate an expanded social graph where existing binary edges are expanded with intensities of each interaction parameter between observed pair of nodes (users). Instead of 1 binary unweighted edge between two nodes, we should have n edges with continuous values, where n is a number of observed interaction parameters. Principle of transforming binary friendship graph into expanded social graph is presented by Fig. 1 .
III. ANALYSIS OF USERS' INTERACTION ON FACEBOOK
Since the knowledge of key properties of real-life data is a necessary pre-requisite for generation of corresponding synthetic data, in this section we will present experimentally discovered distributions of 15 Facebook interaction parameters (on ego-user level) and the nodes degree (i.e. number of total friends per ego-user). Also, we will present experimentally discovered correlations between those 16 variables. For mentioned analyses we will use an empirical dataset collected in our social experiment NajFrend, a brief description of which follows.
A. SOCIAL EXPERIMENT NAJFREND
NajFrend (best friend in Croatian) is a comprehensive social experiment held in April and beginning of May of 2015. This experiment involved 3,277 examinees, mostly from Croatia. Majority of examinees were high school and university students (age 18-30). They were made aware of participation opportunities via verbal announcements in schools and faculties during recesses as well as via Facebook posts, flyers and word-of-mouth.
Due to the way the survey was conducted, the collected sample needs to be treated as one gained by convenience sampling, meaning the population being surveyed was heavily biased towards high-school and university students. Gender distribution is also slightly skewed, with 57.7% of examinees being men, and 42.3% women. This gender distribution is also the result of sample bias due to the fact that most examinees were students or graduates from technical colleges which currently see a larger ratio of male population. Distribution of occupations between participants can be seen on Fig. 2 .
The collected dataset contains numerical data about interactions between 3,277 examinees and over 1,400,000 of their Facebook friends. To put these number in perspective with similar researches, in [32] dataset includes 59 participants, in [35] 150 participants, in [3] 200 participants, in [38] 35 participants and in [39] 177 participants -making our dataset an order or even two orders of magnitude larger.
The NajFrend survey was held through a customdeveloped web application. Facebook Graph API 1.0 was used for fetching data about users' interactions on Facebook.
Due to restrictions of the Facebook API and NajFrend application, we did not have the privilege to restrict the measurements to a specific time interval which would more properly depict interaction rates per user. Furthermore, as of April 30, 2015 Graph API version 1.0 was officially deprecated and a new version was introduced which offered an even more radically restrictive functionality in terms of retrieving data. Thus, the NajFrend dataset is, according to our best knowledge, currently the biggest and newest dataset used in SNA research which contains information about interaction between Facebook users.
16 attributes used for research in this paper are listed and described in Table 1 . Dataset contains anonymized ego-user's (participant in survey) identifiers, number of their friends on Facebook and total frequencies of different interaction parameters between ego-user and all his friends. For example, if ego-user had 3 Facebook friends and 60 exchanged inbox chat messages with friend A, 80 with friend B and 30 with friend C, the listed value for the inbox chat attribute would be 170.
All users that participated in the survey gave consent for using the collected data for the purposes of scientific research.
B. EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS OF FACEBOOK INTERACTION
We used language R for the exploratory analysis of our dataset, including the extraction of distributions and correlations, analysis on how total friends number affects other interaction parameters and clustering of users with similar interaction habits. Correlations are extracted by using Pearson's correlation coefficient 4 [54] for targeted dataset attributes. For population distributions we used maximum likelihood estimation -MLE and Chi-square test to find theoretical distributions and their parameters with the best fit to the corresponding empirical distribution of each attribute in observed dataset. To analyze how total friends number affects other interaction parameters we checked the linearity of growth of total amount of interaction per users by growing number of their friends. Finally, we grouped users into clusters according to their interaction habits. We wanted to empirically check if all users use Facebook in same way or, e.g., some users on Facebook primarily exchange private messages while others tend to mainly browse other posts, press likes and post comments. Clustering was performed using the k-means algorithm and cosine similarity.
1) PEARSON'S CORRELATION BETWEEN DATASET ATRIBUTES
Pearson's correlation coefficient between attributes in dataset is shown in Fig. 3 (due to reasons of clarity, all attributes have abbreviated names according to Table 1 ). Strong correlations (positive and negative) are presented with big dark rectangles, with blue color denoting a positive correlation, and red negative. As the correlation gets smaller, rectangle's size is smaller and color is brighter. Detailed data about these correlations is provided in a separate CSV file which can be downloaded here: r.lukahumski.iz.hr/IEEEAccess18/pcc.csv.
Presented correlations matrix can reveal certain interesting correlations. For example, if the ego-user publishes a lot of mutual photos with his friends, his friends tend to reciprocate in a similar fashion. Also, as expected, users who are tagged on many friend's photos will comment and like friend's photos more frequently. We can see that photo commenting and photo liking are also strongly correlated activities. The same goes for news feed posts, likes and comments.
A pretty interesting observation is that inbox_chat attribute is rather weakly correlated with other attributes. This means that a significant number of Facebook users use Facebook only as a private messaging platform, or that users that use Facebook for commenting and photo sharing tend to ignore the private messaging feature. This nicely corresponds to results of the conducted survey about Facebook behavioral patterns published in [33] . Also interesting to notice is the fact that having more close friends on Facebook does not necessarily increase the total number of exchanged messages, even though it might appear those attributes should be more highly correlated.
2) POPULATION DISTRIBUTION PER ATTRIBUTES
Extracting population distributions turned out to be a challenging task. Our goal was to find theoretical distributions with the best fit to corresponding empirical distributions. Since the distributions of interaction parameters are heavily skewed towards the right, most theoretical distributions offer a good approximate for the pre-tail part of the distribution, with a much looser fit for the tail part. To create a better fit for the long tails, we decided to separately analyze pre-tail and tail parts of the distributions, leveraging the power law distribution for the latter. Hence, for each empirical distribution we experimentally found x min values which determine the border VOLUME 7, 2019 between pre-tail and tail parts of said distributions, i.e. values after which power law distribution provides a better fit than the used pre-tail distribution.
For pre-tail part of distributions and each attribute in turn we have tried the following theoretical distributions: beta distribution, gamma distribution, inverse gamma distribution, normal distribution, log-normal distribution, skewnormal distribution, geometrical distribution and uniform distribution. For each pair of listed theoretical distributions and empirical distribution, we leveraged the standard MLE (maximum likelihood estimation) method to find the optimal theoretical distribution parameters for the best fit between said pair of distributions.
Final choice of theoretical distribution which describe pretail part for each attribute was based on the best results of the Chi-square test. 5 Results of Chi-square test for different attributes and for different theoretical distributions with their optimal parameters are shown on Fig. 4 . Fig. 5 . and Fig. 6 . show the probability density function (PDF) of empirical distributions and the best approximate theoretical distribution. The best approximate theoretical distribution is formed as a combination of powerlaw distribution for tail part and one of previously mentioned theoretical distributions (one with the best result in Chi-square test) with their best fit parameters for each attribute from the observed dataset. On each graph the solid line marks a function calculated from empirical data while the dotted line shows the function of theoretical distribution that provides the best fit with the empirical distribution. Vertical line on each graph shows the border between pre-tail and tail part of distribution, i.e. the x min value. Table 2 shows the information about the best fit theoretical distributions for pre-tail part of distribution as well as 5 It is important to emphasize that according to Chi-square test it is not unequivocally proven for any observed attribute to be distributed according to the specific theoretical distribution. Highlighted theoretical distributions are the best approximations for observed empirical distributions considering the scope of observed theoretical distributions. information about power law distribution which describes tails. Since the proposed theoretical distributions are merely good approximations of actual distributions, we additionally provide a detailed quantile table for all empirical distributions which researchers can leverage to create their own, possibly more realistic simulations of empirical distributions. Since the quantile table cannot be included in the paper directly due to size constraints, we offer it for download here: r.lukahumski.iz.hr/IEEEAccess18/quantiles.csv.
3) THE EFFECT OF TOTAL NUMBER OF FRIENDS ON INTERACTION PARAMETER VALUES
From the calculated Pearson correlation coefficients, we see, among other things, the extent to which the total number of friends is related to the interaction parameters. If users communicate with all friends equally, then one might assume that total interaction should increase in a linear fashion with the increase in total number of friends. However, there are studies that claim that the number of friends a person can have is limited by the neocortex size [43] , [55] , i.e. the total number of friends has a hard limit (Dunbar's number). This would mean that we should see a noticeable trend of decreased growth in total interaction parameter values after a certain total number of friends has been reached. We have decided to empirically check this hypothesis using our collected dataset.
According to the initial assumption of a limited total number of real-life friends, the total interaction per respondent for virtually all interaction parameters linearly increases only to a certain number of friends, and then starts to asymptotically dampen. This is especially true for interaction parameters which are more resembling of ''real-life'' interaction, i.e. which incorporate communication through comments or appearing in mutual photos as opposed to just pressing the ''like'' button. Fig. 7 shows how the total number of friends affects a few parameters that fit this description -feed commenting, photo commenting and the total number of mutual photos. Individual observations are shown in grey, while the blue curve shows the trend. Graphs show almost-linear growth to a certain number of friends and, after that, asymptotical dampening. This confirms Dunbar's thesis about a limited number of friends as well as the oftenstated thesis that the number of friends on Facebook significantly deviates from the number of friends in real life.
4) CLUSTERING USERS WITH SIMILAR BEHAVIORAL PATTERNS
Different users are inclined to use different interaction parameters with varying intensity [33] . Some people share private messages more often, some of them more often publish, and some often appear in photos with their friends. In order to investigate whether Facebook users vary drastically concerning their interaction habits, we have decided to separate them into clusters using the k-means clustering algorithm, which tries to create clusters of users more ''similar'' to each other. In this case we used cosine similarity which looks at the relative relation between the different interaction parameters ormore formally -an angle in n-dimensional space defined by given vector of interaction parameters values. This means that a person who equally uses all interaction parameters will be similar to another person who behaves similarly, despite the actual interaction intensities i.e. values of interaction parameters for those persons.
After trying out different values for the parameter k, we have settled on eight clusters, depicted on Fig. 8 . We can see that for almost all clusters there is a rule that one interaction parameter dominates over others, but that all are represented to a certain extent. For example, in cluster 2 users seem to use Facebook primarily to watch (and like) photos, while in cluster 7 users prefer watching and liking links that other users posted on their timeline. Clusters 1 and 8 seem to be populated by users who primarily use Facebook to connect with their real-life friends -in Cluster 1 we see a lot of people who have flagged a lot of their friends as ''close friends'', while Cluster 8 seems constituted of users who have a lot of mutual friends, meaning those are users prone to forming ''cliques'' on social networks.
This clustering was performed primarily for the purpose of exploratory analysis. In our future research we will search for more practical ways to use this information, such as figuring out ways to integrate ''profiles'' of users in our synthetic data generators so our synthetical datasets are even more similar to their real-life counterparts.
IV. CONCEPTUAL SOLUTION FOR GENERATING SYNTHETIC EXPANDED SOCIAL GRAPH
In the previous section we have presented the results of our exploratory analysis, focused on ego-user level interaction patterns, with the intention of gaining insight into properties of data we want to emulate with synthetic datasets. Also, in section II we have presented different approaches to VOLUME 7, 2019 generating synthetic datasets. Synthetic dataset with OSN interaction data, or a synthetic expanded social graph, is a specific case of synthetic data, for which the existing approaches to synthetic dataset generation are not adequate. In this section we will present our proposed conceptual solution for generating synthetic expanded social graphs. The proposed solution appropriately combines existing solutions and adds components specific to the expanded social graph. The process of generating synthetic expanded social graphs can be divided into two basic phases:
1. Collecting and analyzing empirical data with aim of extracting its key properties VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 8. User clustering based on behavioral patterns.
2. Generating a synthetic expanded social graph based on empirical data key properties. Fig. 9 shows an overview of our proposed conceptual solution. In the following paragraphs we will provide description of the entire process by going through all its steps.
The initial step (phase 1) is collecting the empirical dataset whose synthetic counterpart should be eventually generated. In our case, this is the dataset collected in the NajFrend study and stored in the form of an expanded social graph. The next step is performing an exploratory analysis of this dataset and extracting its key properties. To achieve this, we suggest a combination of two separate approachesone that would focus on the ego-user level and another that would focus on pairwise interactions. The reasoning for this lies in two distinct ways we can approach the analysis of users' interactions: we can focus on the individual users and analyze their patterns of using the online social network (i.e. how often and in which ways they use various functionalities offered by the OSN), or we can look at the differences between communication patterns concerning a user and his friends (i.e. different ways users communicate with different people in their social circle, denoted by social network connections). For each of the mentioned approaches, it is necessary to extract distributions and correlations for all parameters or pairs of interaction parameters. An exploratory analysis of the first approach with interactions at the ego-user level for the Facebook OSN was presented in the previous chapters of this paper, while the analysis on pairwise level has been performed earlier with the results presented in [56] .
After performing exploratory analysis and extraction of expanded social graph's key properties, we can proceed with steps that ultimately lead towards generating a synthetic expanded social graph (phase 2).
Expanded social graph generator requires the following elements as input:
1. A binary friendship graph 2. A list of total amounts of interaction for each interaction parameter, summarized per ego-user (this list must have number of records equal to number of nodes in the binary friendship graph) 3. Information about pairwise distributions and correlations of interaction parameters Before generating a synthetic expanded social graph, we need to choose its size, i.e. the number of nodes. Then, using some of the existing approaches [11] - [15] , [24] , [30] , [31] , [57] we can generate the binary friendship graph of the selected size. Siddula et al. [29] suggest the Small World Topology algorithm [12] as a very good representation of OSN binary social graph, thus we recommend using this algorithm for generating a binary friendship graph.
In order to transform a binary friendship graph into an expanded social graph, it is necessary to convert the existing binary edges into collections of weighted edges that would describe the intensity of interactions between each pair of observed nodes. We suggest doing this in two steps. In the first step, it is necessary to determine the total amount of interaction per node in the graph. The second step then distributes the node's total amount of interaction over the node's edges. During the determination of interaction intensity among the nodes, it is necessary to consider previously extracted empirical dataset's features in order to have a synthetic expanded social graph whose properties correspond to properties of its empirical graph counterpart. Suggested two steps will be explained in more detail below.
Based on having a correlation matrix and distribution quantiles of the interaction parameters at the ego-user level, a synthetic dataset needs to be generated containing data about the total interaction for each user (i.e. node in the previously generated binary friendship graph). Therefore, it should have one column for each interaction parameter, and number of rows equal to the number of nodes in previously generated binary friendship graph. Distribution of each interaction parameter (i.e. each column of the dataset) must be equal to previously experimentally discovered distribution, as well as the correlations among different interaction parameters (i.e. columns of the dataset). Although this task does not seem simple, a solution for this problem already exists. An algorithm for synthetic data generation based on given distributions of individual attributes as well as pairwise correlations is described in [16] , along with its implementation, and we strongly recommend using this algorithm to generate the described synthetic dataset. In the synthetic dataset generated by using the recommended algorithm, each row represents one node in graph, and row values should be randomly assigned to nodes in the previously generated binary friendship graph.
The remaining step is to distribute each node's total amount of interaction to its outbound edges, i.e. edges that connect it with its friend-nodes, by assigning appropriate share to each. The simplest approach would assign the equal amount to each outbound edge, which is clearly not realistic because people do not communicate with all their social network friends equally. In order to make this interaction division as realistic as possible, we suggest that total interaction is divided on the friend-nodes of the considered node respecting the experimentally established distribution of interaction parameters and their correlations on pairwise level as presented in [56] .
One of the major contributions of this paper is the fact that researchers do not necessarily need to go through all the described steps to create a synthetic expanded social graph generator. Since the existence of a real-life dataset represents the largest hurdle in this process, the researches may opt to circumvent this issue by directly leveraging the results of our analysis results (phase 1) presented in previous section of this paper (ego-user level) complemented by results previously presented in [56] (pairwise level). These results, presented graphically, in tables and in computer readable CSV-files are freely available as a foundation for concrete implementations of a synthetic expanded social graph generator in future researches.
Finally, to show feasibility of our proposed conceptual solution, we offer a simple proof-of-concept script in R, which demonstrates generation of a synthetic expanded social graph based on one chosen parameter. By leveraging the Watts-Strogatz small-world model building algorithm as well as using distribution parameters gained from the analysis described in this paper, with very few lines of code we are able to gain a synthetic dataset describing a social network with weighted edges which conform to a chosen interaction parameter. By expanding our approach to incorporate other interaction parameters it is possible to build a full-fledged prototype version of a synthetic dataset generator through a relatively few lines of code. Our proof-of-concept solution with code and additional visualizations is freely available and can be accessed here: r.lukahumski.iz.hr/IEEEAccess18/poc. html.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Datasets that record information about people's interaction through OSNs have become a very valuable research resource. However, this data contains a huge amount of personal information, making its use in research problematic due to various security and privacy concerns. Open access to such data is therefore extremely limited. As a solution to this challenge, we suggest generation of synthetic datasets which would enable widespread availability of data. Still, generating synthetic OSN datasets, i.e. synthetic social graphs, has some special challenges which make certain classic approaches inadequate. Consequently, many previous researches were focused specifically towards creation of synthetic social graphs, which were exclusively binary, i.e. social graphs which model each relationship through a single, unweighted edge between nodes. As real interpersonal relationships cannot be accurately described only with information whether the relationship exists or not, in this paper we consider the notion of generating a synthetic expanded social graph. This expanded social graph, in addition to the information about existence of a connection between pair of users, also provides information about types and intensities of users' interactions.
Synthetically generated data substitutes real-life data so key properties of that two types of datasets should be nearly equivalent. In this paper we focus on Facebook as todays' most widespread OSN. We perform a detailed exploratory analysis of Facebook expanded social graphs on ego-user level and present our results. It enables future researchers to cope with synthetically generating expanded social graphs without the need to have access to actual real-life data.
Finally, we propose a conceptual solution for generating expanded synthetic social graphs, which as input expects a binary social graph which was generated with one of wellknown algorithms, and key properties of real-life expanded social graphs, which are extracted by previously mentioned exploratory analyses. Proposed conceptual solution offers basic guidelines for generating an expanded social graph. In our future work we plan to focus on stepping away from the conceptual level and producing a fully functional generator of expanded social graphs, not necessarily oriented solely towards interaction types on social networks, but applicable in other domains such as telecommunication or education.
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